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TMFightLite RAIDER  Pistol

Through creative engineering and a quest for uncompromising performance, the revolutionary FightLite® Raider™ pistol is in a 
class of its own and successfully bridges the capability gap between a common handgun and an individual battle carbine. 

Featuring direct-gas operation, a rotating bolt and a free floated barrel for optimal accuracy; the semi-automatic Raider™ blends 
its diminutive size and portability with the reliability, ruggedness and weatherproof characteristics of America’s longest serving 
military rifle. Lightweight, powerful and accurate, the FightLite® Raider™ is available in both 5.56x45mm NATO or .300 AAC 
Blackout (300 BLK) that delivers overmatch performance against common pistol-caliber handguns and shotguns at extended Blackout (300 BLK) that delivers overmatch performance against common pistol-caliber handguns and shotguns at extended 
shooting distances.

Manufactured of high strength aerospace alloys and finished with non-reflective, MIL-Spec coatings for maximum corrosion 
resistance, the FightLite® Raider™ is designed to perform under the most demanding field conditions including ice, sleet, sand, 
rain and mud. Suppressor capable and ready, FightLite® Raider™ pistol barrels are gas-ferritic nitrocarburized (Nitrided) from 
the factory for maximum accuracy and wear resistance and are threaded ½-28 TPI on 5.56 NATO barrels and 5/8-24 TPI on 
.300 BLK barrels to readily accept the most common suppressor mounts, flash hiders, muzzle brakes and other devices. .300 BLK barrels to readily accept the most common suppressor mounts, flash hiders, muzzle brakes and other devices. 

Accessory friendly, FightLite® Raider™ pistols are equipped with a 12” inch long MIL-STD 1913 top rail that’s fully compatible 
with most modern optics and accessories and is available with a handguard option that supports either KeyMod or Magpul® 
M-Lok accessory mounts.

Designed for optimal configuration by the user, the FightLite® Raider™ is compatible with many Modern Sporting Rifle parts 
and accessories including magazines, upper receivers, barrels, bolts, optics and more which significantly reduces a user’s 
logistical requirements for spare parts, accessories and ammunition.logistical requirements for spare parts, accessories and ammunition.

Supported with a full line of performance accessories and manufactured in the USA from the highest quality aerospace grade 
alloys by American craftsman, the high-performance FightLite® Raider™ is guaranteed to provide its owner with a lifetime of 
accurate and reliable service.
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